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Abstract

Tumor infiltrating leukocytes (TILs) are an integral component of the tumor microenvironment 

and have been found to correlate with prognosis and response to therapy. Methods to enumerate 

immune subsets such as immunohistochemistry or flow cytometry suffer from limitations in 

phenotypic markers and can be challenging to practically implement and standardize. An 

alternative approach is to acquire aggregative high dimensional data from cellular mixtures and to 

subsequently infer the cellular components computationally. We recently described CIBERSORT, 

a versatile computational method for quantifying cell fractions from bulk tissue gene expression 

profiles (GEPs). Combining support vector regression with prior knowledge of expression profiles 

from purified leukocyte subsets, CIBERSORT can accurately estimate the immune composition of 

a tumor biopsy. In this chapter, we provide a primer on the CIBERSORT method and illustrate its 

use for characterizing TILs in tumor samples profiled by microarray or RNA-Seq.
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1.1 Introduction

Neoplastic cells reside within a complex tumor microenvironment necessary for tumor 

growth and survival. Numerous non-neoplastic cell types including tumor-infiltrating 

leukocytes (TILs) comprise the tumor stroma. This immune infiltrate is often a 

heterogeneous mixture of immune cells that includes both innate and adaptive immune 
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populations, and cell types associated with active (e.g. cytotoxic T lymphocytes) and 

suppressive (e.g. regulatory T cells, myeloid derived suppressor cells) immune functions. 

The significance of TILs varies by cancer histology, with the presence of certain immune 

subsets often exhibiting a beneficial prognostic effect in one malignancy but a detrimental 

effect in another cancer type [1,2]. The importance of TIL assessment continues to grow 

with the development of novel immunotherapeutic agents designed to target these cells. 

Recent studies have found that T lymphocyte subsets (e.g., CD8+) may predict response to 

existing and emerging immunotherapies, highlighting the importance of investigating tumor 

associated immune cells as potential predictive biomarkers [3–5].

Measurement of the tumor immune infiltrate has traditionally been evaluated by histology 

on tissue sections and immune subsets inferred by immunohistochemistry of individual 

markers. However, immunophenotyping typically requires multiple parameters to accurately 

subset populations, and thus immunohistochemistry is unable to identify many immune 

populations and performs poorly at capturing functional phenotypes (e.g. activated vs. 

resting lymphocytes). Flow cytometry is an alternative method of quantifying immune 

infiltrates that enables simultaneous measurement of multiple parameters. However, this 

method requires prompt and careful processing of samples as well as tissue disaggregation, 

which may result in the loss of fragile cell types and the distortion of gene expression 

profiles. While flow cytometry can assess multiple markers, this number is still limited, 

potentially excluding markers that may better discriminate closely related cell populations 

[6].

In contrast, gene expression profiling of bulk tissues does not depend on surface markers and 

does not suffer from artifacts related to cellular dissociation. Samples can be readily 

processed and stored in a standardized fashion, mitigating issues that may confound data 

collected at different times and from different locations. Although previous studies of bulk 

tumor samples revealed a number of immune-enriched gene signatures with prognostic 

significance [7,8], linking these signatures to specific TIL phenotypes has been challenging 

[9–13]. Methods for mathematically separating the bulk tumor gene expression profiles 

(GEP) into its component cell types can overcome this issue.

Several computational tools, including linear least-square regression (LLSR) [6], microarray 

microdissection with analysis of differences (MMAD) [14] and digital sorting algorithm 

(DSA) [15], have been applied to the deconvolution of complex GEP mixtures to infer 

cellular composition. Although these approaches are effective for enumerating highly 

distinct cell types in mixtures with minimal unknown content (e.g., lymphocytes, 

monocytes, and neutrophils in whole blood), they are sensitive to experimental noise, high 

unknown mixture content, and closely related cell types, limiting their utility for TIL 

assessment [16,17].

CIBERSORT, a computational approach developed by our group, aims to address these 

challenges (See Figure 1) [16]. Like other methods, CIBERSORT requires a specialized 

knowledgebase of gene expression signatures, termed a “signature matrix,” for the 

deconvolution of cell types of interest. However, in contrast to previous efforts, 

CIBERSORT implements a machine learning approach, called support vector regression 
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(SVR), that improves deconvolution performance through a combination of feature selection 

and robust mathematical optimization techniques (for details, see section 1.2). In 

benchmarking experiments, CIBERSORT was more accurate than other methods in 

resolving closely related cell subsets and in mixtures with unknown cell types (e.g., solid 

tissues) [16]. Thus, CIBERSORT is a useful approach for high throughput characterization 

of diverse cell types, such as TILs, from complex tissues. Here, we provide users with a 

practical roadmap for dissecting leukocyte content in tumor gene expression datasets with 

CIBERSORT.

1.2 CIBERSORT model

The objective of most gene expression deconvolution algorithms, including CIBERSORT, is 

to solve the following system of linear equations for f:

m = f × B

m: a vector consisting of a mixture GEP (input requirement).

f: a vector consisting of the fraction of each cell type in the signature matrix (unknown).

B: a “signature matrix” containing signature genes for cell subsets of interest (input 

requirement).

CIBERSORT differs from previous deconvolution methods in its application of a machine 

learning technique, ν-support vector regression (ν-SVR), to solve for f [18]. Briefly, SVR 

defines a hyperplane that captures as many data points as possible given defined constraints, 

and reduces overfitting by only penalizing data points outside a certain error radius (termed 

support vectors) using a linear “epsilon-insensitive” loss function. The orientation of the 

hyperplane determines f. In the original description of CIBERSORT, the support vectors 

were genes selected from a signature matrix, however the CIBERSORT algorithm is 

completely generalizable and can be applied to various genomic features [19]. The 

parameter ν determines the lower bound of support vectors and the upper bound of training 

errors. CIBERSORT uses a set of ν values (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) and chooses the value producing 

the best performance (i.e. the lowest root mean square between m and the deconvolution 

result f × B). In addition, ν-SVR incorporates L2-norm regularization, which minimizes the 

variance in the weights assigned to highly correlated cell types, thereby mitigating issues 

owing to multicollinearity.

CIBERSORT also allows users to create a custom signature matrix with a method that 

identifies features with maximal discriminatory power. Differentially expressed genes 

between cell types of interest are identified by a two-sided unequal variance t-test corrected 

for multiple hypothesis testing. A feature selection step is then performed to minimize the 

condition number, a matrix property that captures how well the linear system tolerates input 

variation and noise. For signature matrices comprised exclusively of immune cell types, 

there is an option to filter non-hematopoietic and cancer specific genes to reduce the 

influence of non-immune cells on deconvolution results. By choosing features that minimize 
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the condition number, CIBERSORT improves the stability of the signature matrix and 

further reduces the impact of multicollinearity. Additional details of the CIBERSORT 

method can be found in the original publication [16].

2 Materials

The general workflow for analyzing RNA admixtures with CIBERSORT consists of two key 

input files (see Figure 1):

1) The “mixture file” is a single tab-delimited text file containing 1 or more GEPs of 

biological mixture samples (See Table 1). The first column contains gene names and 

should have “Name” (or similar) as a column header (i.e., in the space occupying 

column 1, row 1). Multiple samples may be analyzed in parallel, with the remaining 

columns (2, 3, etc.) dedicated to mixture GEPs, where each row represents the 

expression value for a given gene and the column header is the name of the mixture 

sample. Note that the mixture file and the signature matrix must share the same 

naming scheme for gene identifiers.

2) The “signature matrix” is a tab-delimited text file consisting of sets of “barcode 

genes” whose expression values collectively define unique gene expression signatures 

for each cell subset of interest. The file format is similar to the mixture file, with gene 

names in column 1, however the remaining columns consist of signature GEPs from 

individual cell subsets. A validated leukocyte gene signature matrix (LM22) is 

available for the deconvolution of 22 functionally defined human hematopoietic 

subsets. LM22 was generated using Affymetrix HGU133A microarray data [16] and 

has been rigorously tested on Affymetrix HGU133 and Illumina Beadchip platforms. 

For the application of LM22 to RNA-Seq data, see section 5.1.

Importantly, all expression data should be non-negative, devoid of missing values, and 

represented in non-log linear space. For Affymetrix microarrays, a custom chip definition 

file (CDF) is recommended (see section 3.2.2) and should be normalized with MAS5 or 

RMA. Illumina Beadchip and single color Agilent arrays should be processed as described 

in the limma package. Standard RNA-Seq expression quantification metrics, such as 

fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM) and transcripts per kilobase million (TPM), are 

suitable for use with CIBERSORT.

In the sections below, we illustrate how CIBERSORT can be used to analyze complex 

tissues, whether profiled by microarray (section 3.2) or RNA-Seq (sections 3.3 and 4). We 

also provide instructions for custom signature matrix creation (section 3.3). Although this 

protocol focuses on the deconvolution of gene expression data, CIBERSORT can be applied 

to other genomic data types, such as ATAC-Seq, provided that data from purified 

components are available on the same platform. Public genomic data repositories include the 

NIH Gene Expression Omnibus database (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) and the 

NIH Genomic Data Commons (https://gdc.cancer.gov/). See sections 3.3 and 5.1 for more 

details. All files necessary for this protocol can be downloaded through the links or from the 

CIBERSORT website.
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3 Methods

3.1 Installation

CIBERSORT can be run online (http://cibersort.stanford.edu/) or downloaded for local use, 

and is freely available for academic non-profit research. R and Java implementations are 

available for download. While the current R script can be used to run the CIBERSORT 

deconvolution engine, users wishing to create a custom signature matrix will need to use the 

website or the Java executable.

The CIBERSORT R and Java implementations have several dependencies, including R 

version v3.0 or later (both versions), java (Java version only), and the following R packages. 

The ‘affy’, ‘annotate’ and ‘org.Hs.eg.db’ packages are required only if using the R script 

from the CIBERSORT website to process HGU133 Affymetrix CEL files as previously 

described.

Within R:

> install.packages(‘e1071’) #R and Java versions

> source(“http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R„)

> biocLite(‘preprocessCore’) #R and Java versions

> biocLite(‘Rserve’) #Java version only

> biocLite(‘colorRamps’) #Java version only

> biocLite(‘affy’) # required to convert Affymetrix CEL files to CIBERSORT format

> biocLite(‘annotate’) # required to convert Affymetrix CEL files to CIBERSORT 

format

> biocLite(‘org.Hs.eg.db’) # required convert Affymetrix CEL files to CIBERSORT 

format

3.2 Enumerating TIL subsets with LM22

LM22 is a signature matrix file consisting of 547 genes that accurately distinguish 22 mature 

human hematopoietic populations isolated from peripheral blood or in vitro culture 

conditions, including seven T cell types, naïve and memory B cells, plasma cells, NK cells, 

and myeloid subsets. LM22 was designed and extensively validated on gene expression 

microarray data, but is also applicable to RNA-Seq data for hypothesis generation (section 

5.1). Here, we illustrate how to prepare Affymetrix microarray data for use with LM22, and 

how to run CIBERSORT with LM22 to characterize the leukocyte composition of prostate 

biopsies obtained from patients with prostate cancer and from healthy subjects. To follow 

the examples in this section, download GSE55945 CEL files from GEO (https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/download/?acc=GSE55945&format=file). Processed data for 

GSE55945 can be downloaded from the CIBERSORT website.

3.2.1 General tips for mixture file preparation—Gene expression data must be 

preprocessed as specified in Materials and in section 3.2.2 below. Because LM22 uses 
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HUGO gene symbols (e.g. CD8A, MS4A1, CTLA4, etc.), all mixture files need to possess 

matching HUGO identifiers. Importantly, all expression values should be in non-log (i.e. 

linear) space with positive numerical values and no missing data. Not all signature matrix 

genes need to be present in the mixture expression data, but performance will improve with 

the presence of more signature genes.

3.2.2 Preparation of Affymetrix CEL files—The CIBERSORT website provides an R 

script to convert Affymetrix CEL files, the raw data format for Affymetrix microarray 

experiments, into a tabular format that is ready for analysis with CIBERSORT 

(Menu>Download). All packages specified in the Installation section will need to be 

downloaded, along with a custom CDF from BrainArray (http://

brainarray.mbni.med.umich.edu/Brainarray/Database/CustomCDF/20.0.0/entrezg.asp). The 

custom CDF must be compatible with the microarray platform used to profile the mixtures 

(e.g., for HGU133 Plus 2.0, download hgu133plus2hsentrezgcdf_20.0.0.tar.gz); the latest 

entrezg version is always recommended. Download the custom CDF and run the following 

terminal command to install the R library:

sudo R CMD INSTALL downloaded_customCDF_filename.tar.gz

The user is advised to run this step on a machine with root access or a self-contained R 

environment like RGui. Next, navigate to the directory containing raw Affymetrix CEL files 

(GSE55945 in this example) and run CEL_to_mixture.R, an R script that should be placed 

in the same folder as the CEL files. The script will output a correctly formatted 

CIBERSORT mixture file named NormalizedExpressionArray.customCDF.txt. For this 

example, rename to ‘prostate_cancer.txt’.

3.2.3 Running CIBERSORT—Before running CIBERSORT, all mixture files need to be 

uploaded (Menu > ‘Upload Files’). The user needs to select ‘Mixture’ when uploading 

mixture files. After uploading the correctly formatted mixture file (e.g., prostate_cancer.txt) 

to the website, go to ‘Run CIBERSORT’ under Menu (See Figure 2). Select ‘LM22 (22 

immune cell types)’ for ‘Signature gene file’. When clicking ‘Mixture file’, the uploaded 

mixture file will be one of the options. Select ‘Run’ after choosing both the mixture file of 

interest and a permutation number. At least 100 permutations are recommended to achieve 

statistical rigor.

To run CIBERSORT locally in R, navigate to the directory containing the CIBERSORT.R 

script, and run the following commands within the R terminal:

> source(‘CIBERSORT.R’)

> results <- CIBERSORT(‘sig_matrix_file.txt’, ‘mixture_file.txt’, perm=100, 

QN=TRUE)

Deconvolution output will be saved to a results object in R and written to disk as 

CIBERSORT-results.txt in the same directory.

In this example, sig_matrix_file.txt should be ‘LM22.txt’ (obtain under Menu>Download); 

mixture_file.txt should be ‘prostate_cancer.txt’; perm is an integer number for the number of 

permutations; and QN is a boolean value (TRUE or FALSE) for performing quantile 
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normalization. QN is set to TRUE by default and recommended when the gene signature 

matrix is derived from several different studies or sample batches.

3.2.4 Interpretation of results—Once the online analysis is complete, the website will 

output a stacked bar plot (See Figure 3) and a heat map (See Figure 4). The output includes a 

p-value for the global deconvolution of each sample. A p-value threshold <0.05 is 

recommended. By default, deconvolution results are expressed as relative fractions 

normalized to 1 (e.g., fractions of total leukocyte content). Researchers interested in 

studying absolute levels of immune cells should refer to Section 5.2.

3.3 TIL characterization with a custom signature matrix

3.3.1 Generation of expression profiles for custom gene signature matrix 
creation—A custom signature matrix can be created using data from purified cell 

populations. While the process to generate a custom matrix from expression profiles is 

straightforward, the performance of a custom matrix will depend on the quality of the data 

used to generate it. Immunophenotyping of leukocytes is a dynamic field with new immune 

populations continuing to be identified. Care should be taken in determining which immune 

“cell types” should be included in the signature matrix and which canonical markers should 

be used to isolate these populations. For example, it is clear that the population of “CD4-

expressing T lymphocytes” encompasses heterogeneous populations with diverse functional 

phenotypes including naïve, memory, Th1, Th2, Th17, T-regulatory cells and T follicular 

helper cells. Replicates for each purified immune cell type are required to gauge variance in 

the expression profile (see 5.4 for further details). The platform and methods used to 

generate data for the signature matrix ideally should be identical to that applied to analysis 

of the mixture samples. While SVR is robust to unknown cell populations, performance can 

be adversely affected by genes that are highly expressed in a relevant unknown cell 

population (e.g., in the malignant cells) but not by any immune components present in the 

signature matrix. A simple option implemented in CIBERSORT to limit this effect is to 

remove genes highly expressed in non-hematopoietic cells or tumor cells. If expression data 

is available from purified tumor cells for the malignancy to be studied, this can be used as a 

guideline to filter other confounding genes from the signature matrix.

3.3.2 Input data preparation—The mixture input data format for custom signature gene 

matrix option is identical to the analysis with the LM22 signature gene matrix (section 

3.2.1). To generate the custom signature gene matrix, the user needs to provide a reference 

sample file containing the GEPs for each purified immune population of interest, and a 

phenotype class file assigning the profiles to each phenotypic type of immune cell to be 

included in the signature matrix. The expression data in the reference sample file should be 

in non-log (i.e., linear) space with genes listed in the rows and reference populations listed in 

columns. The phenotype class file lists the desired cell populations in the signature matrix 

listed in rows and the purified reference samples contained in the reference sample file listed 

in columns (refer to the CIBSERORT website manual for more details). These must be listed 

in the exact same order as the reference sample file. The cells are used to assign phenotypic 

classes to each purified reference sample. Importantly, all cell types should be represented 
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by at least two replicates in order to identify genes with significant differential expression 

(see Section 5.5).

For ease of use, we have created an R script to generate both intermediate files (the script is 

available from the CIBERSORT website). Gene expression data for each purified sample 

should be formatted similarly to the mixture input data (See Table 2) and each replicate of 

the same cell type must be labeled with the identical phenotypic class name. To run the 

script, execute the following command:

Rscript generate_ref_and_class.R your_input_mixture_file.txt

The script will produce two output files, both of which are required to build a signature 

matrix: class_file.input.txt (i.e., phenotype class file) and reference_file.input.txt (i.e., 

reference sample file).

3.3.3 Creating the signature matrix—In the following two sections, we describe how 

to create a custom leukocyte signature matrix and apply it to study cellular heterogeneity and 

TIL survival associations in melanoma tumors profiled by The Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA). Readers can follow along by creating ‘LM6’, a leukocyte RNA-Seq signature 

matrix comprised of six peripheral blood immune subsets (B cells, CD8 T cells, CD4 T 

cells, NK cells, monocytes/macrophages, neutrophils; GSE60424 [20]). Key input files are 

provided on the CIBERSORT website (‘Menu>Download’).

A custom signature file can be created by uploading the Reference sample file and the 

Phenotype classes file (section 3.3.2) to the online CIBERSORT application (See Figure 2) 

or can be created using the downloadable Java package. To build a custom gene signature 

matrix with the latter, the user should download the Java package from the CIBERSORT 

website and place all relevant files under the package folder. To link Java with R, run the 

following in R:

Within R:

> library(Rserve)

> Rserve(args=“–no-save”)

Command line:

> java -Xmx3g -Xms3g -jar CIBERSORT.jar -M Mixture_file -P 

Reference_sample_file -c phenotype_class_file -f

The last argument (-f) will eliminate non-hematopoietic genes from the signature matrix and 

is generally recommended for signature matrices tailored to leukocyte deconvolution. The 

user can also run this step on the website by choosing the corresponding reference sample 

file and phenotype class file (see Figure 2). The CIBERSORT website will generate a gene 

signature matrix located under ‘Uploaded Files’ for future download.

Following signature matrix creation, quality control measures should be taken to ensure 

robust performance (see ‘Calibration of in silico TIL profiling methods’ in Newman et al.) 

[17]. Factors that can adversely affect signature matrix performance include poor input data 
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quality, significant deviations in gene expression between cell types that reside in different 

tissue compartments (e.g., blood versus tissue), and cell populations with statistically 

indistinguishable expression patterns. Manual filtering of poorly performing genes in the 

signature matrix (e.g., genes expressed highly in the tumor of interest) may improve 

performance.

To benchmark our custom leukocyte matrix (LM6), we compared it to LM22 using a set of 

TCGA lung squamous cell carcinoma tumors profiled by RNA-Seq and microarray (n = 130 

pairs). Deconvolution results were significantly correlated for all cell subsets shared between 

the two signature matrices (P < 0.0001). Notably, since LM6 was derived from leukocytes 

isolated from peripheral blood [20,21], we restricted the CD4 T cell comparison to naïve and 

resting memory CD4 T cells in LM22. Once validation is complete, a CIBERSORT 

signature matrix can be broadly applied to mixture samples as described in section 3.3 (e.g., 

See Figure 4).

4 Correlating TIL levels with clinical outcomes

Associations with clinical indices and outcomes are commonly assessed using a log-rank 

test for binary variables and Cox proportional hazards regression for continuous variables. 

There are a number of freely available tools for such analyses. We typically use the R 

‘survival’ package or the python ‘lifelines’ package. To illustrate TIL survival analysis in 

primary tumor samples, we applied LM6 (section 3.3.3) to 473 TCGA skin cutaneous 

melanoma tumor samples profiled by RNA-Seq (See Figure 4). We then analyzed the 

influence of estimated CD8 T cell levels on overall survival. Higher levels of CD8 T 

lymphocytes were associated with favorable overall survival in both dichotomous (Figure 5) 

and continuous models (P = 0.013, Cox regression), consistent with previous studies [22].

5 Notes

5.1 Application of LM22 to RNA-Seq

CIBERSORT is platform agnostic and can be applied to any genomic admixture that 

satisfies its mathematical model (section 1.2), including mixtures profiled by RNA-Seq. 

Although LM22 was derived and originally validated using microarray data, we have 

observed significant correlations for most of LM22 populations on paired microarray/RNA-

Seq TCGA datasets, suggesting it is reasonable to apply LM22 to RNA-Seq data for 

hypothesis generation. Nevertheless, if significant subsets of genes within LM22 are not 

present in the RNA-Seq summarization, the deconvolution of the corresponding cell types 

may be adversely affected. To avoid such potential degradation of deconvolution, we 

strongly recommend including as many genes as possible within LM22 (e.g., components of 

BCR and TCR genes). Separately, it has been noted that RNA-Seq mixture samples 

analyzed by the LM22 matrix will have a higher frequency of samples with p-values above 

0.05. This is largely due to the differing dynamic range of RNA-Seq and microarray data, 

and may not accurately reflect the quality of the deconvolution results. Users should 

therefore exercise caution in interpreting cross-platform p-values. An RNA-Seq derived 

signature matrix analogous to LM22 is currently being developed with an expanded set of 

immune populations by the authors.
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5.2 Use of CIBERSORT to infer absolute TIL levels

By default, CIBERSORT estimates the relative fraction of each cell type in the signature 

matrix, such that the sum of all fractions is equal to 1 for a given mixture sample. 

CIBERSORT can also be used to produce a score that quantitatively measures the overall 

abundance of each cell type (as described in ‘Analysis of deconvolution consistency’ in 

Newman et al.) [16]. Briefly, the absolute immune fraction score is estimated by the median 

expression level of all genes in the signature matrix divided by the median expression level 

of all genes in the mixture. Using this metric coupled with LM22, we have found that 

CIBERSORT effectively captures overall immune content in RNA-Seq and microarray 

datasets when benchmarked against other methods. These include H&E staining and 

computational inference by ESTIMATE [23], a previously published method for 

determining overall immune content in tumor expression profiles.

Absolute results can be easily accessed from the CIBERSORT website by toggling the 

output between relative and absolute modes in the Results page (see online manual for 

details). When using the R script (section 3.2.3), the user should download the latest version 

of the script and set ‘absolute=TRUE’. For example:

results <- CIBERSORT(‘sig_matrix_file.txt’, ‘mixture_file.txt’, perm=100, 

absolute=TRUE)

5.3 Use of identifiers other than HUGO gene symbols

HUGO gene symbols are required as input when the LM22 signature matrix is used. 

However, CIBERSORT is not restricted to HUGO gene symbols, and users working with 

custom gene signatures can employ any set of unique alphanumeric identifiers, provided 

they are consistent between the signature matrix and the mixture file. When a user is not 

using HUGO gene symbols, the non-hematopoietic gene filtering functions will not work 

since these lists are represented in HUGO format.

5.4 Use of CIBERSORT for non-human data

Applying the LM22 matrix to a murine tumor may be unreliable due to cross-species 

differences in immune biology. A user working with murine data should consider building a 

custom signature matrix with either publicly available data (e.g., ImmGen; https://

www.immgen.org/) or in-house data.

5.5 Use of replicates for building a custom gene signature matrix

The CIBERSORT model builds a gene signature matrix by minimizing gene expression 

variance within the same cell type and by maximizing variance between cell types; it is 

therefore important to use data replicates. Cell types should be isolated from the same tissue 

type or culture conditions, and biological replicates are recommended to help the model 

capture donor-to-donor variations. To increase statistical power, we recommend using three 

or more replicates for each cell subset.
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6 Conclusion

CIBERSORT is an in silico approach for characterizing cell subsets of interest in high-

dimensional genomic data derived from bulk tissue samples. Given a validated signature 

matrix, CIBERSORT can profile compositional differences in a standardized manner, 

facilitating robust and reproducible analyses of cellular heterogeneity in both new and 

archived genomic datasets, fresh/frozen tissue biopsies, and fixed clinical specimens. Since 

CIBERSORT is platform agnostic, it can be applied to diverse genomic data types other than 

mRNA, including DNA methylation, microRNA, proteomic, and chromatin accessibility 

profiles. CIBERSORT is therefore a versatile framework for tissue characterization, with 

applications for identifying predictive and prognostic cellular biomarkers, and novel 

therapeutic targets.
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Figure 1. 
Overview of CIBERSORT. As input, CIBERSORT requires a “signature matrix” comprised 

of barcode genes that are enriched in each cell type of interest. Once a suitable 

knowledgebase is created and validated, CIBERSORT can be applied to characterize cell 

type proportions in bulk tissue expression profiles. Although originally validated using a 

signature matrix containing 22 functionally defined human immune subsets (LM22) profiled 

by microarrays, CIBERSORT is a general framework that can be applied to diverse cell 

phenotypes and genomic data types, including RNA-Seq. To quantitatively capture 

deconvolution confidence, CIBERSORT calculates several quality control metrics, including 

a deconvolution p-value.
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Figure 2. 
CIBERSORT web interface. All files except the LM22 gene signature need to be uploaded 

to the CIBERSORT website before proceeding to this page. When using LM22, the user will 

need to select their uploaded mixture file and specify “LM22 (22 immune cell types)” for 

the signature gene file. When creating custom gene signatures, a reference sample file and a 

phenotype classes file are required, and need to be uploaded to the webserver. For 

CIBERSORT to generate a meaningful p-value, we recommend at least 100 permutations, 

however this parameter can be significantly lower (or even set to 1) for exploratory analyses.
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Figure 3. 
Inferred composition of 22 immune cell subsets in malignant and healthy prostate biopsies 

(related to section 3.2). The results were generated using CIBERSORT and the built-in 

LM22 immune cell gene signature, and the stacked bar plot figure was automatically 

generated by the CIBERSORT webserver.
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Figure 4. 
Estimated proportions of six major leukocyte subsets (B cells, CD8 T cells, CD4 T cells, NK 

cells, monocytes/macrophages, neutrophils) in skin cutaneous melanoma tumor biopsies 

profiled by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). The results were determined using a custom 

RNA-Seq leukocyte signature matrix (‘LM6’, section 3.3.3), and the heat map figure was 

generated by the CIBERSORT webserver.
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Figure 5. 
Association between inferred tumor-infiltrating CD8 T cell content and overall survival in 

patients with skin cutaneous melanoma profiled by TCGA (related to section 4). Estimated 

CD8 T cell levels were stratified by a median split, and the separation between survival 

curves was evaluated using a log-rank test. Only patients with available survival data and 

with a significant CIBERSORT p-value (<0.05) were considered for this analysis (n = 364). 

HR, hazard ratio. 95% confidence intervals for the hazard ratio are shown in brackets.
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Table 1

Format of input mixture files (tab separated plain text)

Gene_symbole (required) Mixture 1 Mixture 2 …

Gene1

Gene2

…
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